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Collaborative logistics network resource allocation can e
ectively meet the needs of customers. It can realize the overall bene�t
maximization of the logistics network and ensure that collaborative logistics network runs orderly at the time of creating value.
	erefore, this article is based on the relationship of collaborative logistics network supplier, the transit warehouse, and sellers,
and we consider the uncertainty of time to establish a bilevel programming model with random constraints and propose a genetic
simulated annealing hybrid intelligent algorithm to solve it. Numerical example shows that the method has stronger robustness
and convergence; it can achieve collaborative logistics network resource allocation rationalization and optimization.

1. Introduction

Collaborative logistics network is a supply and demand
network, which consists of supply collaboration nodes such
as rawmaterials and equipment and logistics function collab-
oration nodes such as transportation and warehousing and
even road and relationship between nodes [1]. 	e allocation
of resource is to meet the supply and demand network. 	e
aim is to collaborate logistics network enterprise internal
and external resources and combine the supply chain system
e
ectively which is composed of producers, manufacturers,
and customers to realize the lowest cost and the best quality
service [2]. So, reasonable resource allocation process is the
basis to realize the orderly operation of the whole logistics
network.However, collaborative logistics network has suppli-
ers, transit warehouses, vendors, and other forms of logistics
node and has some characteristics such as being dynamic,
open, and complex. It leads to some uncertainty factors in
the process of allocating logistics resources that may have an
e
ect on the running time and operating cost.	erefore, this
research about resource allocation of collaborative logistics
network is how to select nodes in the numerous suppliers
and transit warehouse under the condition of considering the
in�uence of uncertainty factors to realize the optimal logistics
system.

	e current research on collaborative logistics network
resource scheduling is not enough in depth and it is mainly
concentrated in the delivery path optimization and distri-
bution address selection as well as the relationship between
collaboration node and so forth. In terms of path selection,
Yu et al. [3] established a scheduling model with time as
constraint and the shortest route as object and used arti�cial
intelligence algorithms to solve the problem. Najera [4]
used evolutionary algorithm to study transportation routing
problem in consideration of capacity of vehicle. Mir and
Abolghasemi [5] took vehicle transportation situations of
encoring or not into account and proposed the optimal
route according to the customer location changes. Chen
et al. [6] made full use of geographic information system
technology to select path under the constraint of the least
distribution sites. In terms of optimal location selection,
Cheng et al. [7] study the impact of the rapid transit on the
capacity of current urban transportation system, and a two-
mode network capacity model, including the travel modes
of automobile and transit, is developed based on the well-
known road network capacity model. Turskis and Zavadskas
[8] used the fuzzy multiple criteria decision to describe
fuzziness of site selection of distribution center. Nozick and
Turnquist [9] established a location optimization decision
model from the aspects of cost and customer responsiveness.
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Yang and Zhou [10] built the location selection model with
equilibrium constraints considering facility competition on
the basis of the equilibrium theory and then applied genetic
algorithm and projection algorithm to solve the model. For
the relationship between collaboration points, Qiu andWang
[11] develop a robust optimization model for designing a
three-echelon supply chain network that consists ofmanufac-
turers, distribution centers, and retailers under both demand
uncertainty and supply disruptions. Liu et al. [12] considered
three-layer logistics service supply chain and studied the
order task allocation model between collaboration nodes.

Integrating the documents, we can �nd that the current
research focused on the microscopic aspects, such as path
optimization and site selection and used arti�cial intelligence
algorithm to solve the model. But the ideal model cannot
fully describe the collaborative allocation of resources due
to the network’s complexity and some uncertainty factors
in the process of resource allocation. Collaborative logistics
network resource allocation process involves three levels,
which are suppliers, transit warehouse, and vendors, so the
bilevel programming model can be used to explain the
relationship between every two levels of nods. At the same
time, the stochastic constrained programming can protect
model against uncertain in�uence, and it has been applied
to the system dynamics, structural dynamics, and �nancial
and other �elds [13–15]. 	erefore, this article will set up the
three-level nodes relationship among the suppliers, transit
warehouses, and retailers and establish a bilevel program-
ming model with chance constrained to control uncertainty
factors, so as to make the whole logistics network system
optimal under meeting the nodes’ pro�t of both sides.

Generally speaking, the bilevel programming is NP-hard
problem, Ben-Ayed and Blair (1988) have proved that [16]
this problem does not have a polynomial algorithm, so the
solution of it is very complicated. Like genetic algorithm (GA)
and Simulated Annealing Algorithm (Simulated Annealing,
SA), Neural Network Algorithm (NNA), and so forth, some
intelligent algorithms were used to solve the bilevel program-
ming problem. Li et al. [17] put forward a genetic algorithm
that can e
ectively solve bilevel programming problem.
In this method, they used constraint to transform bilevel
problem into a single-level one and designed the binary
coding to solve the multiplier, and numerical experiment
shows that the given algorithm can �nd the global optimal
solution in the least time. Niwa et al. [18] proposed a bilevel
programming problem that the upper class has only one
decision-maker while the lower one has multiple decision-
makers and a distribution of the genetic algorithm. Li and
Wang [19] studied a special kind of linear quadratic bilevel
programming problems, and genetic algorithmwas proposed
a�er being converted into equivalent problem.

Genetic algorithm by the ideas of the �ttest in nature
chooses an optimal individual for the solution of the model
by selection, crossover, and mutation genetic operation.
Although it has some characteristics such as simple oper-
ation, strong operability, and problem space independence,
it is easy to exhibit slow convergence speed and get only
local optimal value [20]. Simulated annealing algorithm is the
result of logistics annealing principle of solid matter, starting

from an initial temperature to �nd the optimal solution in
the solution space with the reduction of the temperature
parameters. Although it can get the global optimal solution,
it evolved slowly and has strong dependence on parameters
[21]. So there are advantages and disadvantages, respectively,
of the two algorithms, hybrid genetic simulated annealing
algorithms can compensate de�ciency for each other, they
not only can search the related areas of optimal solution in
the global but also can �nd the optimal solution in the region
of the optimal solution, and there have been some scholars
who have done the related research. Wang and Zheng [22]
proposed a hybrid heuristic algorithm, the algorithm mixed
the genetic algorithm and simulated annealing method and
the sampling process of simulated annealing method instead
of mutation operators of genetic algorithm, and this algo-
rithm improves the local search ability of genetic algorithm.
Wang et al. [23] assume that the drivers allmake route choices
based on Stochastic User Equilibrium (SUE) principle. Two
methods, that is, the sensitivity analysis-based method and
genetic algorithm (GA), are detailedly formulated to solve the
bilevel reserve capacity problem. Kong et al. [24] establish
a bilevel programming model of land use structure indexes
variables and use GASA to solve the problem, and land and
road area ratio should be improved by numerical example
results. So in this paper designing the combination of genetic
and simulated annealing hybrid algorithm, to solve the bilevel
programming problem, is feasible.

2. Considering Uncertainty Resource
Deployment of Bilevel Programming Model

2.1. Bilevel Programming Model. Bilevel programming (BP)
[25] model was presented by Bracken andMcGill in 1973, the
lower decision-maker makes decision in the �rst place, the
upper policymakers must predict the possible reaction of the
lower ones, and then the lower one reacts according to the
decision of the upper one to optimize the objective function
of the individual. 	e general model is

min
�∈�

� (�, �)
s.t. � (�, �) ≤ 0,
min
�∈�

	 (�, �)
s.t. 
 (�, �) ≤ 0.

(1)

Among them, � ∈ ��1 and � ∈ ��2 . 	e upper variable is� ∈ ��1 , and the lower variable is � ∈ ��2 . Also, the functions� : ��1 × ��2 → � and 	 : ��1 × ��2 → � are the upper and
the lower objective function, respectively, and vector-valued
functions � : ��1 × ��2 → ��1 and 
 : ��1 × ��2 → ��2 are,
respectively, the upper and the lower constraint conditions.

2.2. Chance Constrained Programming Model. Chance Con-
strained Programming [26] is a method of stochastic pro-
gramming put forward by Charnes and Cooper in 1959. It
allows decision value within a certain range of �uctuations
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considering the possibility that decision-making process may
not meet the constraint conditions, but the probability of the
constraint set-up must not be less than a certain con�dence
level � which is small enough. 	e general model is

min � (�) = �∑
	=1
�	�	

s.t. Pr[[
�∑
	=1
�1	�	 ≥ �1, . . . , �∑

	=1
��	�	 ≥ ��]] ≥ �

�	 ≥ 0 � = 1, 2, . . . , �.
(2)

Among them, Pr[ ] is the probability of the event set-up, �
is the con�dence probability for the condition, �� are random
variables that obey a certain distribution, and � and � obey�(�1, �21) and�(�2, �22), respectively.
2.3. 	e Model of Collaborative Logistics Network Resource
Allocation considering Uncertainty. 	is paper researches on
the resource allocation optimization decision ofmultiple sup-
pliers and multiple warehouse transfer nodes and retailers.
	e raw materials price and transportation fee that each sup-
pliers charge are di
erent, and it is a key issue for the retailers
to select the optimization suppliers and carry resources more
e
ectively to their warehouses transfer node. At the same
time, the retailers compare the transit fees cost of each
warehouse, choosing the lowest one or more warehouses to
allocation according to their own requirements, which need
to focus on every step of the whole logistics network. 	is
kind of relationship can be explained by bilevel programming
model. Described in this paper, the upper programming’s
goal is how the suppliers realize the pro�t maximization
of their own on the condition of meeting the warehouse
requirements; the lower level programming describes the
lowest cost during the process of warehouse transit center and
retailer.

In order to understand better, we can use mathematical
language to describe the problem as follows.

Assume that the logistics network� consists of suppliers{�
 | � = 1, 2, . . . , �
}, transit warehouses { 	 | � =

1, 2, . . . , �	}, retailers {!� | " = 1, 2, . . . , ��}, and links between
each node {� | � ∈ ���� ∪ ����}, including logistics nodes{$ | $ ∈ � ∪  ∪ !}. When retailer !� sends the demand

quantity%��� of resource {& | & = 1, 2, . . . , ��}, the resource will
be transported to !� from warehouses 	. '���� stands for
the quantity of products & that are distributed to the retailers!� from the warehouses  	; '���� stands for the quantity

of raw materials that are distributed to the warehouses  	
from the suppliers �
. {*(�) | *(�) ∈ *(����) ∪ *(����)}
stand for the distance between all logistics nodes. Due to
the di
erent location of logistics nodes, the product fees
of transportation, storage, packaging, and processing for
each unit are also di
erent. 	erefore, {+(�) | +(�) ∈+(�����) ∪ +(�����)} stand for the cost of each unit distance

between di
erent logistics nodes to transport resources &;+(	��) and +(
��) stand for the unit cost of storage and
processing (including labor) for all logistics nodes. Suppliers

as the disclosing party, charge transit warehouses +('����)
for the resources &. Considering that all logistic nodes have a
certain amount of time requirement to order processing and
distribution of resources, the times of delivery requirement
from warehouses to retailers and supplies to warehouses,

respectively, are-���� and-���� , the times of order processing

and production processing, respectively, are -���� �, -���� �,-���� ��, and -���� ��; transport vehicle maximum loading

capacities, respectively, are ���� and ���� .
In the process of research, the assumptions made are as

follows for the purpose of simpli�ed model:

(1) All land transportation is between all logistics nodes.

(2) 	e logistics node routes and distance have to be
known and are �xed.

(3) Vehicle average speed is / during the process of
transportation between various logistics nodes.

2.3.1. 	e Upper Programming considering the Relationship

between Suppliers and Warehouse Transit Centers

max�1 = �∑
	=1

�∑
�=1

�∑
�=1

�∑

=1
(+ ('����) − + (�����)* (����) − + (	���) − + (
���))'����7
 (3)

�∑

=1
7
 ≥ 1 (4)

���� ≥ '���� (5)

Pr[[-
�
���
� + -���� �� + * (����)/ ≤ -����]] = � (6)

7
'���� = '���� (7)
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'���� ≥ 0 � = 1, 2, . . . , �, � = 1, 2, . . . , � (8)

7
 ∈ {0, 1} . (9)

Among them, (3) is from the point of view of the suppli-
ers, which is pursuing of the pro�t maximization; (4) ensures
warehouse transit centers at least choose one supplier; (5)
means the amount of resources that the suppliers provide
cannot exceed its maximum of vehicle loading capacity;
(6) stands for the probability that order processing time,
processing time, and shipping time of supplies cannot exceed
the longest time of warehouse transit centers which is �; (7)
means the amount of resources that warehouse transit centers
provide is equal to what all suppliers provide; (8) resource
demand is a positive number; (9) is supplier’s 0-1 variable
constraints, which means that select supplier � has a value of
1 or a value of 0.

2.3.2. 	e Lower Programming considering the Relationships

between Warehouse Transit Centers and Retailers

min�2
= �∑
	=1

�∑
�=1

�∑
�=1

�∑
	=1
(+ (�����)* (����) + + (	��) + + (
��))

⋅ '����7	
(10)

�∑
	=1
7	 ≥ 1 (11)

�∑
	=1

�∑
�=1

�∑
	=1
7	'���� ≥ %��� (12)

���� ≥ '���� (13)

Pr[[-
�
���
� + -���� �� + * (����)/ ≤ -����]] = ; (14)

'���� ≥ 0 � = 1, 2, . . . , �, " = 1, 2, . . . , � (15)

7	 ∈ {0, 1} . (16)

Among them, expression (10) stands for the warehouse
transit center and distributors as a whole, pursuing the
minimizing cost including transportation and storage and
producing cost; (11) ensures that retailers choose at least
one supply warehouse transit center; (12) means the total
resources that product warehouse transit centers provide
should meet the demand of retailers !�; (13) means the
amount of resources that warehouse transit centers provide
cannot exceed its maximum of vehicle loading capacity; (14)
stands for the probability that the order processing time,
processing time, and shipping time of warehouse transit
centers cannot exceed the longest time of retailers which is;; (15) means resource demand is a positive number; (16)

is warehouse transit centers’ 0-1 variable constraints, which
means that chosen warehouse � has a value of 1 or value of 0.
3. The Solution to the Resource

Allocation Bilevel Programming Model
considering Uncertainty

3.1. Random Planning Constraints Transformation. As for
the uncertain factors during transportation and order pro-
cessing, we need to transform them into deterministic con-
straints. 	e solution method of stochastic programming
constraint probably has two kinds: one is transforming the
stochastic programming into a deterministic mathematical
programming through certain changes and then using the
existing method that solves the deterministic mathematical
programming to solve; the other method is to use the
intelligent algorithm such as neural network based on the
idea of approximation function.

Due to solving bilevel programming a�er stochastic
programming constraints transformation, we take the �rst

method to research. 	e order processing times -���� �
and -���� �, respectively, obey the normal distributions

-���� � ∼ �(�(-���� �), �(-���� �)2) and -���� � ∼ �(�(-���� �),�(-���� �)2); -���� �� and -���� ��, respectively, obey the nor-

mal distributions -���� �� ∼ �(�(-���� ��), �(-���� ��)2)
and -���� �� ∼ �(�(-���� ��), �(-���� ��)2); *(����)// and*(����)//, respectively, obey the normal distributions*(����)// ∼ �(�(*(����)//), �(*(����)//)2) and*(����)// ∼ �(�(*(����)//), �(*(����)//)2).

So the stochastic programming constraint (7)

Pr[[-
�
���
� + -���� �� + * (����)/ ≤ -����]] = � (17)

can be transformed into

� (-���� �) + ?−1 (�) � (-���� �) + � (-���� ��)
+ ?−1 (�) � (-���� ��) + �(*(����)/ )

+ ?−1 (�) �(*(����)/ ) ≤ -����
(18)
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Initialize the population and determine

the initial temperature

Comment on the current population

Convergence criterion
is satis�ed or not

Perform the GA duplication operation

Perform the GA crossover operation

Perform GA mutation operation

Get initial population GA and SA was carried out on

the individual search

Generated by the SA status function to

produce new individual

Accept the new individual in probability

SA sampling is stable or not

Annealing

temperature

operation

�e output

optimization results
Yes

No

Yes No

Figure 1: 	e solving steps of genetic simulated annealing algorithm.

and the stochastic programming constraint (14)

Pr[[-
�
���
� + -���� �� + * (����)/ ≤ -����]] = ; (19)

can be transformed into

� (-���� �) + ?−1 (;) � (-���� �) + � (-���� ��)
+ ?−1 (;) � (-���� ��) + �(*(����)/ )

+ ?−1 (;) �(*(����)/ ) ≤ -���� .
(20)

3.2. 	e Solving 	ought of Genetic Simulated Annealing
Algorithm. 	e basic idea of genetic simulated annealing
algorithm is as follows: �rstly encoding the upper planning
variables and solving the lower programming to calculate the

�tness of each string. And then one can get the best series
through copy, crossover, mutation, and simulated annealing.
Speci�c steps are shown as Figure 1.

Step 1. Initialization

(1-1) Set parameters, including the crossover probability of
genetic algorithm !�, mutation probability !�, each
generation population of individuals (chromosomes)
number�, and largest evolution algebra Maxgen. Set
the evolution algebra gen = 0

(1-2) Con�rm the number of inner loops and the initial
value of the temperature -� of simulated annealing
algorithm; let - = -�

(1-3) Determine a reasonable �tness function according
to the objective function �1 of upper programming,
determine the encodingway of the decision variable 7
of upper programming, and randomly generate initial
population'(1) = (. . . , �
(1), . . .), � = 1, 2, . . . , �; let
gen = 1

Step 2. Take '(gen) into lower programming to be UE
distribution calculation, and calculate the �tness of each
individual �
(gen) (� = 1, 2, . . . , �). If gen = Maxgen, the
largest �tness chromosome is the optimal solution of resource
allocation; else, turn to Step 3.

Step 3. Copy group '(gen) according to the �tness distribu-
tion.
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Step 4. It is crossover operation according to the crossover
probability !�.
Step 5. Perform mutation operation according to the muta-
tion probability !�; let gen = gen + 1, get a new population'(gen), and then calculate the �tness of individuals of'(gen).
Step 6. For � = 1, conducting the simulated annealing of
species'(gen) is as follows:
(6-1) If � = �, turn to Step 7; otherwise the cycle counting

round " = 1, and turn to (6-2).

(6-2) Get individual �
(gen) by state function, then decode
new individuals, and conduct UE distribution calcu-
lation under lower programming to get the objective
function value of the upper programming, and calcu-
late the �tness.

(6-3) Accept new individual under Metropolis probability
acceptance formula.

(6-4) if " =  , � = � + 1, turn to (6-1); else, " = " + 1, turn
to (6-2).

Step 7. Annealing temperature: let - = 0.5-, and turn to
Step 2.

Description is as follows:

(1) 	e upper decision variables generally take binary
encoding; multivariate encoding is as follows:

decision variables 7 = 71 72 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ 7�
mapping ↓ ↓ ↓ ↓

Chromosome (string) � = 0011 1011 . . . 0110. (21)

(2) In (1-3), the relationship between the length of the
substring ; and the precision of decision variables D
is

; ≥ log2 (7max − 7minD + 1) . (22)

(3) In a (6-2), SA state function can do random exchange
of two di
erent genes positions of chromosome and
reverse genes order of di
erent random position of
chromosome, such as

Decision variables 7 = 71 72
Genes Position 2 5 3 7
Chromosome � = 01100101 10110101. (23)

Assume that the random variable, respectively, positions
are 2 and 3 and 5 and 7, and the new individuals a�er
exchanging and reversing are

�1 = 00101101 10010111�2 = 00011101 10010111. (24)

Supplies
Transit node

Retailers

Distance between nodes

(unit: km)
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S2
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100
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100
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200
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40

Figure 2: Production and sale collaborative logistics network of one
sneaker brand.

Table 1: 	e distance between each supplier and transit warehouse.

M1/km M2/km M3/km

S1 200 240 ∞
S2 240 220 ∞
S3 ∞ 220 180

S4 ∞ ∞ 180

4. The Sample Simulation

4.1. Sample. Taking the collaborative logistics network
production-sales of one sneaker brand as an example, a
product retailer put forward a demand of 4000 pieces of
goods to the transit warehouse according to the sales plan and
product orders. Assume that we can choose goods from four
suppliers and three transit warehouses that are available, vehi-
cle average speed is 40 kilometers per hour between various
logistics nodes in the process of transportation, the biggest
load capacities from suppliers to the transit warehouses and
from transit warehouses to retailers are, respectively, 2000
and 3000, and speci�c arrangement is shown in Figure 2.

	e distance between all suppliers to the transit ware-
house is shown in Table 1; the suppliers’ storage and pro-
cessing fees for each unit are shown in Table 2. 	e distance
between each transit warehouse to the retailer and the transit
warehouses’ storage and processing fees for each unit are
shown in Table 3.

4.2. Solving Example. 	e actual, material delivery time that
warehouse transit node and retailer require is 10 hours and
12 hours, because of that the supplier and warehouse transit
point have some uncertain factors such as the order process-
ing and production, time obeys the normal distribution as
Table 4 shows, there are also uncertainty factors on transport
which obey the normal distribution table as shown in Table 5,
value interval is � ± 3�, namely, the probability that the
value points fall in the interval is 99.73%, and the probability
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Table 2: 	e material charge and cost for each unit of storage and
transportation of suppliers.

Material
charges
(RMB)

Storage
charges
(RMB)

Processing
charges
(RMB)

Transportation
charges
(RMB)

S1 110 0.1 0.15 0.02

S2 100 0.15 0.15 0.03

S3 110 0.1 0.1 0.035

S4 100 0.15 0.1 0.025

Table 3: 	e distance between retailer and transit warehouses and
transit warehouses’ cost for unit of storage and transportation.

Distance
(km)

Storage
charges
(RMB)

Processing
charges
(RMB)

Transportation
charges
(RMB)

M1 260 0.2 0.25 0.02

M2 220 0.3 0.2 0.025

M3 280 0.2 0.15 0.015

Table 4: 	e uncertain index value of the supplier and warehouse
transfer point’s order processing and production (unit: hours).

Order
processing time

Production and
processing time

Supplier �(0.1, 5) � (1, 5)
Storage and
transit point

�(0.2, 5) � (0.5, 5)
Table 5: 	e uncertain index value of transport time range of
suppliers to transit warehouse andwarehouse transfer to seller (unit:
hours).

M1 M2 M3
S1 �(5, 5) � (6, 5) ∞
S2 �(6, 5) � (5.5, 5) ∞
S3 ∞ �(5.5, 5) � (4.5, 5)
S4 ∞ ∞ �(4.5, 5)
Seller �(6.5, 5) � (5.5, 5) � (7, 5)
that ensures �nishing the logistics tasks in the time of the
warehouse transit node and retailer is 90%, which means �
and ; both are 90%.

	e parameters of the algorithm are as follows: the
population size is 50, the crossover probability is 0.6, the
probability of mutation is 0.1, the cooling coe�cient is 0.95,
and the initial temperature is 100. 	e result converges to
the optimal solution a�er 45 generations by using Matlab7.0
for many times while traditional genetic algorithm iteration
number is 64, as shown in Figure 3. 	e optimal solution
in the genetic simulated annealing algorithm is shown in
Table 5.

It can be seen as shown in Table 6 that supplier S1
deployed 1000 unit materials to transit warehouse M1,
supplier S4, respectively, deployed 1999.99 and 1000.01 unit
materials toM2 andM3, on the basis of meeting the expected

GA

GASA

Iterations

F
it

n
es

s

2.484

2.482

2.48

2.478

2.476

2.474

2.472

2.47

2.468
1009080706050403020100

×10
−6

Figure 3: 	e convergence comparison chart of genetic simulated
annealing algorithm and genetic algorithm.

Table 6:	e resources allocation for each supplier to the warehouse
transfer point.

M1 M2 M3
S1 1000

S2
S3
S4 1999.99 1000.01

delivery time, and it makes the supplier’s pro�t maximum
405000 Yuan while retailer’s cost is minimum about 19300
Yuan while, on the basis of traditional genetic algorithm,
the maximum pro�t of suppliers is 404990 Yuan. 	e result
indicates that the solution can maximize the interests of both
sides, which verify the operability and optimization of the
model.

5. Conclusion

Collaborative logistics network is a virtual organization,
which is led by manufacturing/service companies or inde-
pendent third-party logistics enterprise. It is a supply and
demand network made up of supply collaboration nodes,
function of logistics nodes, and the link road and relationship
between nodes; the core task is overall plan and deployment
access of the network node resources to realize the overall
interests andmeet the customer service.	erefore, this paper
establishes a supply-sales network on the basis of collab-
orative logistics network resource allocation model, which
includes collaborative logistics network suppliers, warehouse
transit nodes, retailers, and their node link. From retailer’s
demand as a starting point, considering the shipping time and
quantity and distribution cost factors, we establish a bilevel
programming model with uncertainty factors. On this basis,
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we use the genetic simulated annealing algorithm to analyze
and solve the model, which can get the optimal scheme that
can not only meet suppliers bene�t maximization but also
make cost minimum to retailers. 	e analysis results show
the feasibility and validity of the model, which can provide
the optimal resource allocation decisions and plans.
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